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ABSTRACT
Ali CMB Polarization Telescope (AliCPT-1) is the ﬁrst CMB degree-scale polarimeter to be deployed on the
Tibetan plateau at 5,250 m above sea level. AliCPT-1 is a 90/150 GHz 72 cm aperture, two-lens refracting
telescope cooled down to 4 K. Alumina lenses, 800 mm in diameter, image the CMB in a 33.4◦ ﬁeld of view on a
636 mm wide focal plane. The modularized focal plane consists of dichroic polarization-sensitive Transition-Edge
Sensors (TESes). Each module includes 1,704 optically active TESes fabricated on a 150 mm diameter silicon
wafer. Each TES array is read out with a microwave multiplexing readout system capable of a multiplexing
factor up to 2,048. Such a large multiplexing factor has allowed the practical deployment of tens of thousands
of detectors, enabling the design of a receiver that can operate up to 19 TES arrays for a total of 32,376 TESes.
AliCPT-1 leverages the technological advancements in the detector design from multiple generations of previously
successful feedhorn-coupled polarimeters, and in the instrument design from BICEP-3, but applied on a larger
scale. The cryostat receiver is currently under integration and testing. During the ﬁrst deployment year, the focal
plane will be populated with up to 4 TES arrays. Further TES arrays will be deployed in the following years,
fully populating the focal plane with 19 arrays on the fourth deployment year. Here we present the AliCPT-1
receiver design, and how the design has been optimized to meet the experimental requirements.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB), a relic radiation emitted when nuclei and electrons ﬁrst combined to
form neutral atoms in the Universe at the “last scattering” epoch, when the Universe was about 380,000 years old,
has been instrumental in establishing the standard cosmological scenario, the ΛCDM model. Small amplitude
anisotropies in the temperature of the background, witnesses of the primordial perturbations of the space-time
metric that gave rise to present large-scale structures, convey essential information about physical processes
at work in the Universe’s infancy. The recent results of the Planck mission1, 2 constrain with unprecedented
precision and accuracy the main parameters of this cosmological concordance model3 .
The CMB carries an additional wealth of information about the early Universe in the statistical properties of
its polarization anisotropies4, 5 . Polarization maps can be uniquely decomposed into two complementary modes,
the so-called E and B modes6, 7 . E modes in the CMB were ﬁrst detected with the DASI interferometer8 , and
have been observed with increasing precision by numerous experiments since then9–16 . Those observations of
polarization E modes, and the full-sky observations by the Planck space mission, contribute to support the
standard ΛCDM cosmological model. B modes cannot be generated solely by scalar (density) perturbations at
last scattering; some of them arise from the distortion of original E modes by gravitational lensing on the photon
path from the last scattering surface to the observer17–19 , and have already been detected at various levels of
signiﬁcance by a few CMB experiments20–22 . Other B mode power can be generated by foreground sources,
primarily within our own galaxy (dust, and hot electrons within magnetic ﬁelds).
The next challenge is to detect large scale excess B mode power above that predictable level of lensing B
modes and foregrounds, which would be a smoking gun for the existence of primordial tensor perturbations
of the space-time metric, i.e. primordial gravitational waves. The existence and amplitude of those is key to
understanding the physics at work in the early universe, at energies close to the Planck scale, well beyond
those that can be probed by human-made accelerators. In particular, diﬀerent models of cosmic inﬂation predict
various levels and statistical properties of primordial gravitational waves, translating in diﬀerent observable levels
and properties of CMB polarization B modes23–25 . For this reason, the hunt for primordial CMB polarization
B modes is one of the prime science targets of many CMB polarization experiments currently in construction or
being studied, either ground-based26–29 , balloon-borne30–32 , or space-borne33–37 .
As of today, primordial polarization B modes still escape observational detection. The BICEP2 observation
of B-mode emission38 , and its re-analysis in conjunction with observations from the Planck mission39 , have
underlined the importance of studying the emission from interstellar dust grains in our own Milky way. The
current best upper limit for r, obtained combining together observations at 95, 150 and 220 GHz, is r0.05 < 0.07
at 95% conﬁdence level40 .
The potential contamination of any future tentative detection of primordial B modes in CMB polarization
observations by emission from astrophysical foregrounds is a major concern. Emissions from the galactic interstellar medium, either through synchrotron emission from energetic electrons, or through thermal emission from
elongated dust grains aligned by the galactic magnetic ﬁeld, are particularly problematic. The combination of
the two dominates the B-mode polarization in any region of sky, and at any frequency. This foreground emission
hence has to be separated from CMB emission in the post-analysis of the observations. As the success of this
task depends on the detailed properties of foreground emission, substantial eﬀort is also ongoing to understand
and model the polarized emission of galactic dust and synchrotron41–48 .
The foreground problem has generated substantial literature in preparation of CMB B mode observations49–56 ,
with sometimes discrepant conclusions. In general, the strategy for minimizing foreground contamination in CMB
map observations consists of observing the CMB in the cleanest possible regions of sky, at frequencies where the
contamination by foreground emission is believed to be at a minimum relative to the CMB (around 60-100 GHz),
and to complement those observations with a detection of foregrounds at lower and higher frequencies, where
synchrotron and dust emission from the galactic interstellar medium dominate57 . However, from ground-based
sites, the CMB can only be observed in speciﬁc windows of atmospheric transmission. Even in those, photon
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noise from the atmosphere, and emission from ﬂuctuating inhomogeneities of water vapour, are a major source
of noise in the observations58 . Hence, ground-based CMB experiments are preferably installed in cold and dry
sites, such as the South Pole and the Atacama desert in Chile. Existing experiments and those currently under
development, such as Simons Observatory27 , SPT-3G59 , BICEP360 , and BICEP Array61 , will still only observe
the sky from the Southern Hemisphere, as likely will the future CMB-S428 . Northern Hemisphere sites exist, and
have hosted or host mm-wave polarization experiments such as AMIBA in Hawaii62 , QUIJOTE in Tenerife63 , or
NIKA-2 in the Sierra Nevada in Southern Spain64 , but no kilo pixel focal plane camera has ever observed large
patches of the Northern CMB sky in polarization.
Recent studies of the MERRA-265 reanalysis66 and radiosondes from local weather station67–69 have demonstrated the suitability of the Ali site in Tibet for millimeter sky observations, conﬁrmed also by an independent
work70 which has analyzed 12 years of the GEOS FP-IT data71 . Ali1 and Ali2 sites are both located on the dry
side of the Himalayas at 5,250 and about 6,100 m above sea level, respectively. Ali1 is the selected site for the
ﬁrst 90 and 150 GHz observations of the Chinese CMB observational program with the AliCPT-1 experiment69 .
With precipitable water vapour (PWV) quartiles equal to 0.871/1.343/2.125 mm, Ali1 is an adequate site for
millimeter and submillimeter sky observations. PWV quartiles of 0.459/0.759/1.207 mm make Ali2 very similar
to Cerro Chajnantor in the Atacama desert66 . With the rotation of the Earth, it is easy to observe a large fraction of the northern sky from the Ali site. During the primary observation season (from October to March), the
average PWV is about 1 mm and the atmospheric transmittance at millimeter wavelengths is high. Because of its
location, 80° 01 E, 32° 18 N, Ali is a unique mid-latitude site for CMB observations in the Northern Hemisphere.
There are major advantages to complementing the South-Pole and Atacama observations with northern sky
observations with comparable instrumental performance. This doubles the accessible low-foreground sky area,
providing both redundancy in case of a tentative primordial B-mode detection, and reduced cosmic variance
for the scientiﬁc exploitation of small-scale CMB polarization signals. It opens a new window for the joint
exploitation of the observation of secondary CMB signals such as the Sunyaev Zel’dovich thermal and kinematic
eﬀects and CMB lensing signals with large scale structure surveys such as that of the DESI experiment, which
is located at 31◦ 57 North72 . Small-scale observations from a ground-based northern site will also improve the
de-lensing capability that is key to detecting very low level primordial B-modes with a space mission targeting
mostly the largest-scale B-modes, such as the JAXA LiteBIRD space mission36 .
AliCPT-1 main science goals are the primordial CMB (primordial B modes, r), the measurement of the CMB
lensing spectrum and production of CMB lensing potential maps, the search for cosmic birefringence73 , the test
for CPT symmetry74 , and the characterization of the properties of foreground emission in the northern sky. The
ﬁrst version of the AliCPT-1 instrument will observe in two frequency bands centered around 90 and 150 GHz.
Its angular resolution of 19 and 11 at 90 and 150 GHz, respectively, is an intermediate resolution between that
of the Small Aperture and Large Aperture telescopes of the Simons Observatory27 . In this paper we present
the design of the AliCPT-1 receiver, currently under integration and tests at Stanford University. Single pixel
TES arrays have been designed and tested at NIST. The ﬁrst TES array is currently being fabricated, while
the corresponding feedhorn array is under testing at NIST. Arizona State University (ASU) is developing the
RF cryogenic readout chain and room temperature readout electronics and associated software. The telescope
mount has been deployed on the site and it is currently being commissioned. The expected ﬁrst light is scheduled
for 2021.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines the entire receiver, with subsections including design
drivers, optics, vacuum components, detectors, readout, and simulations performed to enhance the designs.
Section 3 gives an overview of the site and the mount, followed by Section 4 with conclusions.

2. RECEIVER DESIGN
2.1 Design Drivers
The driving function of the cryostat is to provide an optimal working environment for the core instrument: a
two-lens refractive telescope and Transition-Edge Sensor (TES) detector array sensitive to the CMB polarization.
The refractive optics images the CMB on the focal plane populated by the detectors. Given the small amplitude
of the target signal, <0.3 μK, useful measurements necessitate a large number of photon-noise limited detectors
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Figure 1: The AliCPT-1 optical design. The diﬀering FOVs for 7- and 19-module focal plane options are shown.
The stop is 720 mm in diameter, and the alumina optics are each 800 mm in diameter (ﬁlters are not to scale).
The f-ratio is 1.4 in the ﬁeld center.
and cold optical elements. This requires a suitable cryogenic vacuum housing able to maintain the detector arrays
at ∼300 mK. Moreover, it needs to maintain the aperture stop, the lens elements, and surrounding absorptive
baﬄing at ∼4 K in order to minimize the instrument emission contribution to the detector signals.
The entire receiver is designed to operate with 19 detectors modules in a single AliCPT-1 cryostat. However,
the initial phase of AliCPT-1 will operate with a focal plane (FP) consisting of 4 detector array modules,
expandable up to 7 modules without changing the forebaﬄe design. A pair of 800 mm diameter alumina ceramic
lenses images the 20.8◦ Field Of View (FOV) onto the FP 379.6 mm in diameter in the case of up to 7 detector
modules (Fig. 1). The full 19-module receiver images the 33.4◦ FOV onto a FP 635.6 mm in diameter. The optics
system volume, regardless of the number of detector modules, is 800 mm diameter by 1348.2 mm high. Together
with the focal plane unit, this forms the fundamental instrument volume around which the rest of the cryostat
is designed.
Frequencies
Center Frequency (GHz)
Bandwidth (GHz)
Optical TES count
Psat (pW)
√
NEP Phonons (aW/√ Hz)
NEP Photons (aW/
√ Hz)
NEP Total (aW/ Hz)
Resolution (FWHM)
√
NET CMB (μK s)

90GHz
91.4
38
16,188
7.0
19
33
38
19’
274

150GHz
145
40
16,188
12.0
25
46
53
11’
348

Table 1: AliCPT-1 per-detector speciﬁcations. Total TES count is for the full 19 module conﬁguration. TES
parameters assume Tbath = 280 mK, Tc = 420 mK, band-weighted eﬃciency 73%. Noise values are calculated
assuming a median atmospheric emissivity for the site based on 3d MERRA2 data65 , an atmosphere eﬀective
temperature of 258 K and a 60◦ elevation of observation. Saturation power, Psat , is chosen such that the TES are
modelled to saturate on the 95th-percentile weather conditions and observing at our lowest projected elevation of
28◦ . NEP=Noise Equivalent Power, NET= Noise Equivalent Temperature, FWHM=Telescope beam Full Width
at Half Maximum projected on the sky.
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Figure 2: Cross section of the AliCPT-1 receiver showing the main components.
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Figure 3: Left: the AliCPT-1 300 K VJ. Top right: 4 K OFHC stage, bottom right: G-10CR truss assemblies
across the 300 K-4 K temperature stages.

2.2 Optical Design
The optical design of AliCPT-1 follows the form of the BICEP and Keck series of cryogenic refractors60 (see
Fig. 1). It has an f/1.4, 2-lens camera at 4 K, infrared ﬁlters at 50 K and 4 K, and a microwave-transparent
window. The focal plane is telecentric, and the aperture stop is in front of the objective lens. The stop is 720 mm
in diameter. The lenses and the 50 K ﬁlter are alumina, 800 mm in diameter, manufactured by Kyocera∗ . The
window (not shown) is ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE), 22 mm thick for sea level lab
testing, and 12 mm thick for use at the high altitude site. From the stop through the ﬁeld lens is mounted on
the 4K stage.
There are four stages of ﬁltering. The ﬁrst stage is an infrared blocking stack of 12 Zotefoam HD-30† ﬁlters,
∗
†

Kyocera International, Inc., San Diego, CA, USA.
Zotefoams PLC, Croydon, U.K.
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each 3.2 mm thick, mounted on the inside of the cryostat just below the window75, 76 . The second stage is
the 10mm thick alumina ﬁlter, described above, mounted on the 50K stage. The third stage is a Nylon ﬁlter,
mounted on the 4K stage just upstream of the ﬁeld lens. A fourth stage of low-pass edge ﬁlters will be mounted
on each detector module (Sec. 2.6.2 and Fig. 5).
Microwave absorbing material is located on the inside of the cryostat at strategic locations along the optical
path. The baﬄes seen in ﬁg. 3 are representative; they have not been ﬁnalized but are expected to follow a
similar scheme as BICEP3, a corrugated structure made of Eccosorb HR-25∗ with an epoxy matrix to stabilize
it from cold vacuum degradation.
The anti-reﬂection (AR) treatment will consist of 2 layers of Stycast† epoxy on each alumina component
surface60, 77 . We adopt a new scheme for epoxy AR, by casting ﬂat sheets of precision thickness in a mold,
softening the sheets in an oven at moderate temperatures to allow them to form to lens proﬁles (or left ﬂat for
ﬁlters), then bonding the epoxy layers to the optics with low density polyethylene (LDPE) ﬁlm or similar lowtemperature melt-point plastic using vacuum-bagging. The AR treatments for the window and the Nylon ﬁlter
have not been ﬁnalized, but both expanded polytetraﬂuoroethylene (PTFE) and metamaterial78, 79 (grooves or
cross-cuts in a dielectric) are current options‡ . Our goals are to limit mean surface reﬂections in each band to
under 1% per surface.
To accommodate ﬁeld curvature, the outer tiles (12 each) will be slightly elevated with respect to the inner
tiles (central tile and ﬁrst ring of 6 tiles). The resulting Strehl ratio at 150 GHz of the design is > 0.96 for the
inner tiles (radius < 200 mm) and > 0.90 for the outer tiles (radius > 152 mm). Strehl over large areas of the
focal plane would be reduced with a best compromise focal position for all detectors in the same plane. The
lenses, however, are built to a looser speciﬁcation than we originally requested (peak to valley deviation of the
proﬁle < 0.05 mm vs. < 0.20 mm). Metrology data inserted into the optics modeling program show Strehl for
the inner (outer) tiles will be > 0.94 (> 0.88) for either of two combinations of the two objects and two ﬁeld
lenses manufactured. They are, however, very good surfaces of revolution (RMS ∼2 - 6 μm along a concentric
circle), with deviations from the design proﬁle only on large scales.
Not shown in the above ﬁgures are the two options for forebaﬄes (7-tile version seen in ﬁg. 8, below). Models
for forebaﬄes and groundshields made early in the design process indicated the groundshield would need to be
impractically large, based on requiring at least 2 diﬀraction or surface scattering photon events to couple ground
emitters (not including the reﬂective groundshield) into the receiver aperture. We thus reworked the scheme to
involve only a forebaﬄe, and permitted scattering from the edges of the physical baﬄe rings to couple with just
a single event (representing a small fraction of the solid angle seen by the receiver). However, the high winds at
the site required the addition of the wind break, described below (Sec. 3).

2.3 Mechanical and Thermal Cryostat Design
The cryostat receiver, hosted in a custom vacuum jacket (VJ) 1,570 mm wide and 2,430 mm tall (Fig. 2), is
designed to ﬁt the AliCPT-1 mount (Sec. 3). The cryostat receiver, built by Atlas Technologies and Oakland
Machine Works§ , was designed and is currently being constructed and tested at Stanford University.
The mechanical design was driven by easy access to all the subsystems and assembly/disassembly of the
cryostat. It has two main independent sections: the optics section and the camera section. The former includes
a 50 K and a 4 K radiation shield nested inside the 300 K VJ, a room temperature window, the cold lenses and the
infrared-blocking ﬁlters. The lower section of the cryostat contains the detector arrays (Sec. 2.6.2), mounted on a
Focal Plane Unit (FPU) assembly80 , and the RF cryogenic readout chain (Sec. 2.6.3), all inside the 4 K volume.
Also in the lower section are the two cooling systems. The 300 K VJ and the 50 K radiation shield support
Zotefoam and Alumina ﬁlters, respectively. Finally, the 4 K radiation shield supports the Alumina objective
∗

Laird Technologies, Inc., Earth City, MO, USA
Henkel AG & Co., Düsseldorf, Germany.
‡
Grooves or cuts in the high-stress window are dangerous, so the option being considered consists of machining these
features in a thin layer of polyethylene that is then bonded to the window surfaces with LDPE ﬁlm, slightly increasing
the net window thickness but protecting the window from propagating cracks.
§
https://www.atlasuhv.com/, http://www.oaklandmachineworks.com/.
†
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and ﬁeld lenses and a Nylon ﬁlter. The 300 K, 50 K and 4 K stages are mechanically connected and thermally
isolated from each other by two series of G-10CR bars and truss assemblies, at the top and at the bottom of the
cryostat, respectively, similar to a design from BICEP360 . The G10-CR bars guarantee the axial alignment of
the 4 K optics tube with respect to the VJ and the telescope mount. The 50K stage is covered by 30 layers of
multi-layer insulation (MLI), and the 4K stage by 5 layers.
Considerations of the operating environment resulted in two diﬀerent access methods. The ﬁrst is more
traditional, in which the VJ tubes and window section, the 50 K radiation shield tubes, and the 4 K radiation
shield tubes containing the lenses are removed, leaving the exposed FPU unit easily accessed from above. None
of the thermal links nor any cables except for those servicing a few thermometers on the 50 K and 4 K shields
need be detached. The second mode involves removing the bottom VJ cover and a cover on the bottom of
the 50 K radiation shield. Then the 4 K baseplate, supporting the entire FPU and fridge, can be detached and
lowered down. A substantial number of thermometry and readout cables need to be detached, along with one
thermal link to the pulse tube second stage. However, this bottom access method allows quick repair of readout
and focal plane issues, and can be performed while the receiver is still in the mount.
Side panels in the VJ bottom lateral surface provide ports to warm readout electronics and HouseKeeping
(HK) (Sec. 2.7), as well as access to the cryocooler cold heads. Electronics attached to the outside of those parts
of the VJ handle detector readout and HK, and the digital data is communicated by those units to the control
computer system at ground level for merging, reformatting, and storage.
Cooling is provided by two systems. A Cryomech∗ PT420 2-stage pulsetube cryocooler cools (nominal) 50 K
and 4 K stages. The sub-Kelvin cooling is provided by a custom Chase† 3-stage adsorption fridge with a 4 He
head at ∼1 K, a 3 He head at ∼350 mK, and a dual 3 He head at ∼280 mK. Oxygen-free copper heat links connect
the cold heads to the relevant stages for both the pulsetube and the adsorption fridge, and isolate the vibration
of the cryocooler from the rest of the cryostat. The FPU assembly and the sub-K adsorption fridge (Sec. 2.3.2)
are mechanically mounted on an oxygen-free, high conductivity (OFHC) 25 mm thick copper baseplate closely
attached to the 2nd stage of the pulsetube cryocooler head. The total mass of the receiver is 1,630 and 2,010 kg
in the case of 7- and 19-detector modules, respectively. These estimates include forebaﬄes of 150 and 460 kg,
respectively.
2.3.1 Predicted Mechanical Performance
The design of the cryostat for the 7-detector module and one PT420 assembly conﬁguration has been optimized
with a thermo-mechanical Finite Element Analysis (FEA) with COMSOL‡ . The geometric model includes all the
major parts of the receiver, has a total weight of about 1,500 kg and has been meshed with ∼ 2.3 · 106 tetrahedral
elements with overall mesh quality equal to 0.62.
We have studied the conﬁguration that maximizes the static mechanical stress, i.e. receiver on the mount
at 45◦ elevation. Thermal contraction and conductive heat trasfer of all the involved parts have been modeled
using materials data from COMSOL libraries and the NIST Cryogenic Material Properties Database81 .
The top surface of the 50 K and 4 K baserings have been set to be 39 K and 3.55 K, respectively, the nominal,
expected temperatures (Sec. 2.3.2). We have applied the expected radiative thermal loads on the 50 K alumina
ﬁlter, 50 K tube and 4 K objective lenses equal to 25.5 W, 5 W and 250 mW, respectively.
The majority of the mechanical stress arises from the Al diﬀerential thermal contraction in the (300-50) K
temperature range: since the 50 K tube is 1,257 mm tall it contracts by 7.3 mm once cooled down to 50 K, in
addition to the radial contraction; this results in a mechanical displacement vector relative to the top attachment
point inside the cryostat wall pointing at a 14◦ angle with respect to the tube axis. To reduce the resulting
mechanical stress experienced by the VJ-50 K G-10 CR bars, they are mounted at the same tilt angle mentioned
above so their ﬂattened geometry is favorable for the ﬂex direction.
The mechanical design of the G-10 CR truss assembly has been optimized while keeping the same thermal load.
We have achieved a ﬁnal improvement over a BICEP3 style truss for maximum stress equal to 369MPa/279MPa =
∗

Cryomech, Inc., Syracuse, NY, USA, https://www.cryomech.com/products/pt420/.
Chase Research Cryogenics, Sheﬃeld, U.K., https://www.chasecryogenics.com/.
‡
COMSOL Multiphysics software: https://www.comsol.com/.
†
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1.32, with a displacement induced by diﬀerential thermal contraction that is 40 % larger than the one experienced
by BICEP3.
Design simulation has allowed reducing the mass of the VJ base bottom cover from 100.8 kg to 56.5 kg.
Patterned cutouts aligned with the deﬂection gradient of the cover retain most of its stiﬀness and strength while
removing a signiﬁcant fraction of the material volume compared to a solid plate (Fig. 4, left). The plate is left at
full thickness near the o-ring area, identiﬁed to be a weak spot. Mechanical FEA demonstrated a safety factor
of 3.02, and the maximum deﬂection of 3 mm.
2.3.2 Predicted Thermal Performance
The ﬁrst phase of AliCPT-1 will be cooled by a single PT420. However, the entire receiver design is fully
compatible with the installation of a second PT420, in case it is necessary for future upgrades beyond 7-detector
modules. The AliCPT-1 thermal design is driven by the need to minimize the radiative loading of the FP and
the detectors and being able to cycle the fridge.
In order to cycle the fridge, the fridge baseplate must be below 5.2K while the fridge is loading the 4K stage
with 1 W of power, roughly the average power output of the fridge at the end of Helium condensation. We target
to keep the top of 4 K optics tube below 4.5 K, preferably below 4 K: this temperature directly eﬀects the excess
radiation both on the detectors and the FP. We aim to keep the 50 K alumina ﬁlter below 60 K, preferably closer
to 55 K since this temperature will dominate the radiative load onto the 4 K optics tube. Below we report the
predicted thermal performance.
We have modeled the critical 50 K and 4 K stage thermal performance (Tab. 2). The inputs are the predicted
aperture loading through the IR ﬁlters and the heat generated on 4 K during the fridge cycles, and the radiative
and conductive loading from the vacuum jacket. Basing performance on the IR ﬁltering and thermal performance
of the metal-metal and metal-optics interfaces of BICEP3, we have estimated total loading and thermal gradients
acceptable to keep the 50 K ﬁlter, the 4 K stop and lenses, and the fridge heat sink to acceptable temperature
levels during operation and fridge cycling based on the single PT-420 cryocooler, with margin.
Power source
Aperture radiative
G-10 CR bars
G-10 CR trusses
carbon ﬁber trusses
Non-aperture radiative
LNAs (upper limit)
DC cabling
RF cabling
Readout attenuator
Temperature control
TES bias
Projected Total Loading
Nominal Cooling Power

50K (W)
25.5
0.8
4.3
5.0
1.1 - 2.9
0.6 - 1.5
0.8 - 2.3
38.1 - 42.3
47.3

4K (mW)
250
60
180
10
70 - 190
5.7 - 15.4
37 - 101
1.1 - 2.9
614.0 - 809.3
1000

1K (μW)
6.5
63.0
25.1 - 65.5
7.6 - 20.5
1.4 - 3.8
103.6 - 159.3
150

350mK (μW)
0.03
4.1
1.5 - 4.1
0.2 - 0.6
1.9 - 5.1
7.8 - 15.7
30

280mK (μW)
1.5-4.0
0.2
0.2 - 0.5
0.7 - 1.9
0.6-1.7
3.6
1.4 - 3.8
8.2 - 14.0
20

Table 2: Thermal budget with ranges representing the 7 and 19-detector module conﬁgurations. The listed
available cooling power at 50K and 4K is from one single PT420. LNA= Low Noise Ampliﬁer.
Given the uncertainties, it is possible that insuﬃcient cooling power will be available during fridge cycles to
maximize helium condensation in the adsorption fridge, in order to ensure a one day observing cadence with the
full 19-tile conﬁguration including all the power dissipating ampliﬁers. In this event, we may install a second
PT-420 cryocooler when we upgrade to a fully populated focal plane.
We have also modeled the sub-Kelvin stages, based on radiative loading, readout power dissipation, conductive
loads, and a small additional power for temperature control (Tab. 2). We estimate the detectors can operate
with a base temperature <280 mK and with a hold time of >20 hours. While the margins are slim, we have
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Figure 4: Left: VJ bottom cover. Right: resonance frequency study of the FPU; the ﬁrst resonance mode,
parallel to the planes of the FPU rings, is 40.8 Hz.
several options in case of sub-optimal performance, such as increasing the number of Zotefoam IR ﬁlter layers
or increasing the thickness of the Nylon ﬁlter (or adding a second), both of which should decrease radiative
loading of the FPU (with minor performance increase and minor disadvantages), all the way to acquiring a
larger capacity fridge and/or adding the second PT-420 cryocooler.

2.4 Magnetic shielding
The SQUIDs require optimal shields to prevent spurious eﬀects on the TES output signal (Sec. 2.6.1). The
best shielding strategy arises from combining together diﬀerent shielding materials at diﬀerent temperatures. A
645 mm tall Nb cylindrical shield, fully enclosing the FPU, will be mounted on the FPU 4 K ring. An Amuneal
magnetic shield∗ will be mounted on the outer walls of the 50 K tube, made of two overlapping rolled sheets,
not welded into fully closed tubes so that they can be ﬁtted over the external ﬂanges on the 50 K shield. The
gaps in the two layers will be oﬀset by 90◦ , nearly eliminating the degradation from the gaps, according to the
FEA simulations used to optimize the design. In addition, a layer of Nb will be deposited or added between the
detectors and readout components. If additional shielding proves necessary, it is possible to add additional Nb
shielding on the detector module (Sec. 2.6.2).

2.5 The Focal Plane Unit
A Focal Plane Unit (FPU), with three isolated thermal stages each cooled by one of the fridge cold heads (described above), mechanically supports the 19 detector modules. The FPU thermo-mechanical design is described
in80 , here we focus on the design optimization. The structural supports are low thermal conductivity carbon
ﬁber reinforced plastic (CFRP) trusses, following a design already implemented in BICEP360 , with heritage
in the earlier BICEP, Keck, and SPIDER receivers, as well as other instruments in the ﬁeld. CFRP provides
adequate stiﬀness while minimizing the thermal load82 . The FPU mechanical design has been optimized with
thermo-mechanical FEA simulations, with 19 detector modules and at 45° elevation, generating the maximum
static shear stress. The maximum von Mises stress experienced by the truss assemblies is ∼30 MPa, far below
their tensile strength of 1.72 GPa† . The FPU requires resonance frequencies well above 10 Hz to avoid the low
frequency pulsetube excitation from leaking into the detector signal. The introduction of a 15° angular oﬀset in
the angular position of the 1 K-4 K trusses, for example, increased the ﬁrst two resonance modes, oscillations in
plane parallel with the FPU rings, by 39% (Fig. 4, right). The ﬁrst three resonance modes in the ﬁnal design are
at 51.8, 52.5, and 77.7 Hz (the third is a drum mode of the detector mounting plate) and 40.8, 41.3, and 86.2 Hz
for the 7 and 19-detector modules, respectively. Simulations included mock masses representing the detector
∗
†

Amuneal Manufacturing Corp.: https://www.amuneal.com/.
CST The Composite Store, Inc.: http://www.cstsales.com/.
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modules, but only some components of the three fridge heat straps and no electronic cables or their heatsinks,
so these simulations are only approximations of the ﬁnal performance.
Temperature-control modules control the temperature of both the FP and a plate heatsunk to the ultra
cold (UC) head, using SRS SIM 960 Analog PID temperature controller electronics units outside the cryostat.
Stainless steel thermal ﬁlters between the FP and the UC isolate the FP from thermal ﬂuctuations of the UC
head.

2.6 Signal chain
2.6.1 Detectors and multiplexing
The TESes will be read out by a μmux readout architecture where each TES is inductively coupled to a RF-squid
which is, in turn, connected to a resonator with unique resonance frequency83–85 . In a μmux architecture, the
absorption of CMB photons ultimately result in a shift of the resonant frequency. For the initial deployment
phase, the detectors of a single module will be split into two resonator networks, each operating in the 4–
6 GHz range. An ongoing development eﬀort aims to eventually operate the entire module of detectors on a
single network spanning 4–8 GHz. Resonator pre-screening before deployment will help ensure optimal resonator
performance and frequency spacing to minimize resonator collisions and crosstalk.
The AliCPT-1 FP will be populated by 19 arrays of polarization-sensitive AlMn dichroic TES bolometers, fabricated on 150 mm diameter wafers, and incorporating a strong technological heritage of OMT-coupled dichroic
detectors86 , material properties matched to a ∼ 280 mK bath temperature87 , lumped-element microwave termination88 , and in-series Al TES for in-lab characterization87 . When fully populated with 19 modules, AliCPT-1
will comprise 32,376 optical detectors equally split between the 90 and 150 GHz bands. Each array pixel comprises four TESes, each one sensitive to one linear polarization and one frequency band. Each array consists of
426 feedhorn coupled and optically active pixels and 4 optically “dark” pixels used for diagnostic and characterization purposes. The ﬁrst detector array is under fabrication, while measurements of single pixel prototypes
are presented in80, 89 .
2.6.2 Detector module
The 636 mm diameter FP will be fully-ﬁlled by 19 independent detector modules (Fig. 5) tiled in a hexagonal
pattern. The footprint of each module is a hexagon with a circumcircle diameter of 152.4 mm (132 mm between
parallel sides of hexagon). The detector module optically couples the incoming polarized signal to the TESes,
deﬁnes the TES frequency bands and hosts μmux resonators. In addition, the detector module provides adequate
thermal sinking of TESes and readout components, forms an RF/EMI tight seal to block all RF/EMI from
entering the front of the module and keeps all module-speciﬁc mechanical resonant frequencies above our likely
signal sampling rate of ∼256 Hz. Each detector module is composed of four major subsystems.
1. The all-silicon optical stack consisting of a feedhorn-coupled waveguide, a waveguide interface plate
(WIP), an OMT-coupled detector wafer, and a quarter-wave backshort; a mature technological solution90 already
demonstrated in many other applications87, 91–95 . The feedhorn proﬁle is similar to the design for AdvACT95 ,
but modiﬁed for AliCPT-1 and streamlined fabrication.
2. The sub-K multiplexing readout system consists of 28 66-channel microwave SQUID multiplexer chips
(1,848 resonators in total) housed in a Cu packaging and wire bonded to a Routing Wafer; the latter routes
the microwave signals, integrates the passive TES voltage bias circuitry, and routes the low-frequency ﬂux-ramp
modulation required for stable μmux operation84 . This independent μmux sub-assembly is mounted on the
backside of the optical stack. A combination of pin-and-slot alignment features and BeCu springs constrain and
align the μmux sub-package while allowing for diﬀerential contraction relative to the all-silicon optical stack when
cooled to cryogenic temperatures. Interface printed circuit boards (PCBs) transfer the signals to standardized
and accessible connectors. The Cu packaging creates a tightly controlled ground and ﬁeld enclosures for the
MUX chips using a highly conductive material. This eliminates sources of loss and helps maintain high quality
factors for the resonators. This copper sub-module solution is being developed at NIST as a general solution for
all μmux projects.
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Figure 5: AliCPT-1 detector module. Left: real components. Right: SolidWorks exploded view.
3. The mechanical housing and interface to the cryostat sub-K plate: a Cu base with spring mounts for the
silicon stack and an Al radiation shield. Six OFHC spring ﬂex tabs, mounted at the vertices of the hex footprint
and to indentations in the feedhorn stack, mechanically support the all-silicon optical stack and ﬁx the x/y/z
position of the feedhorn array, but with tolerance to radial diﬀerential contraction. Acting together, these 6 ﬂex
tabs are highly ﬂexible to radially symmetric displacements (e.g. diﬀerential contraction), but extremely stiﬀ
to any translation shifts in x/y/z. They are pre-tensioned to the maximum expected diﬀerential contraction
displacement of 0.2 mm at room temperature, and will be at approximately 0.0 mm displacement (and lowest
stress) when cold. FEA of the stress on the tabs at maximum displacement show the maximum stress is below
the yield (permanent deformation) of the material and the lowest frequency resonant mode of the structure is
> 300 Hz. The OFHC ﬂex tabs, gold wire/ribbon bonds between the main copper ring and the relevant Si wafers
assure reliable cooling paths across the detector module. Spiral metal gasketing is used to create a ﬂexible RF
seal between the Al outer shield of the module and the conductive side walls of the silicon feedhorn array, while
the waveguide section of the feedhorn prevents RF contamination via the optical path. Thick superconducting
ground planes, deposited on wafer surfaces near the sensitive components, will provide shielding from ﬂuctuations
in the residual magnetic ﬁelds.
4. A free space metal-mesh low-pass ﬁlter96 is mounted at the top of the module Al shield and resides just
above the feedhorn apertures. While the primary passband forming elements are in the microwave on-chip ﬁlters
of the detector array, this ﬁlter provides additional ﬁltering of frequencies above 5.7 icm (∼171 GHz).
The ﬁnal detector passbands are formed from four primary components. 1. The waveguide acts as strong
high-pass ﬁlter with ∼76 GHz cutoﬀ frequency, deﬁning the low-frequency edge of the 90 GHz band. 2. On-chip,
quarter-wave stub ﬁlters shape the high-frequency edge of the 90 GHz band, and both edges of the 150 GHz
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Figure 6: Simpliﬁed readout block diagram for AliCPT-1 for a lab installation. The diagram displays the four
distinct domains, cryogenic RF, intermediate frequency electronics, high speed reconﬁgurable digital electronics,
and Ethernet network. At the observatory, the lower right corner ethernet-connected hardware is complex, and
includes mount, HK, and site data acquisition and processing.
band. 3. The OMT ﬁnite bandwidth, 2.25:197 , provides extra cutoﬀ at the high-end of the 150 GHz band. 4.
Finally, the low-pass ﬁlter, in conjunction with the on-chip microwave ﬁlters, helps to create a sharp edge to the
upper (150 GHz) bandpass, helping block a bright atmospheric emission line near ∼180 GHz and high-frequency
harmonic leaks of the on-chip ﬁlters.
2.6.3 RF Readout
A set of RF and DC lines are required to successfully read out the μmux resonators of each detector module.
The DC lines provide bias to LNAs at 50K and 4K, along with TES bias and SQUID ﬂux ramp to the detectors.
The RF signal requires low temperature attenuation to deliver probe tones of roughly -70 dBm to the μmux
resonators. Low noise ampliﬁers are then employed on the output for the tones to be read out by the room
temperature electronics. A detailed look at all the cryogenic readout components can be found in the previous
AliCPT report80 .
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The multiplexed readout system is based around the ZCU111 RFSoC development board. The RFSoC
will handle the digitization and initial processing of the detector signals. A scaled up version of the BLASTTNG ﬁrmware98 is under development base-lining a readout multiplexing (MUX) factor of 2,048 over a 2 GHz
bandwidth. To upconvert and downconvert the baseband signals to the detector frequencies we designed a
transceiver board for the 4-8 GHz band. It features programmable attenuators and input RF ampliﬁer and a
calibration loopback trace. A Python based control software will be implemented on the Zynq microprocessor
and will utilize Redis as a messaging system and in memory database. Both the ﬁrmware and software will be
made open source99 .

2.7 Thermometry and Temperature Control
51 sensors from Lake Shore∗ , consisting of DT-670 diodes and Cernoxes, along with other thermometry mounted
in the Chase fridge, will monitor the temperatures across diﬀerent stages and locations of the cryostat, including
the adsorption fridge and the FPU. Some sensors are essential for operating the receiver, others are used for
monitoring and debugging purposes.
The receiver will be provided with heaters on the 50 K and 4 K radiation shields to allow testing of the thermal
conductance of all thermal joints. Two heaters will be used for temperature control of the FP. The adsorption
fridge itself has pump and heatswitch heaters, also controlled with the HK electronics. Wires are routed toward
three custom PCBs inside the cryostat where they will be consolidated into Manganin Tekdata cables† and
routed out of the cryostat to HK racks. The HK wires are low-pass ﬁltered at the vacuum feedthrough using
Cristek‡ π-type ﬁlters with 1 MHz cutoﬀ to minimize high frequency radio interference entering the cryostat
through those wires.
Two racks, mounted on two diﬀerent sides of the VJ base side, host the warm HK electronics, composed of
Stanford Research Systems (SRS) devices§ , power supplies for the heaters. The star camera computer will also
be mounted there. Custom software will manage the HK operation, including the fridge operation, with RS-232
serial communication to the SRS and power supply units. The HK software will be part of the control system of
the receiver which manages the sky scans, detector and readout operation, and the data acquisition.

3. SITE AND MOUNT
AliCPT-1 will be deployed in the middle latitude of the Northern Hemisphere, on the Ngari (Ali) site in the
Prefecture of Tibet, on a high peak of the Gangdise mountain, 32°18 38 N, 80°01 50 E at 5,250 m above
sea level (B1 site), Fig. 7. The B1 site is located 20 km away from the Ngari Gunsa Airport, with convenient
transportation. The closest city, Shiquanhe located at 4,255m above sea level, is only 30 km away from the B1
site.
After several years of construction, the B1 site provides excellent conditions for carrying out CMB experiments. Infrastructure construction is complete, such as road construction, and has been connected to the city
electricity power supply. AliCPT-1 will be operated from a new observatory building built by the Institute of
High Energy Physics (IHEP), 850 m2 including the operation hall and additional rooms. The site is equipped with
three weather stations monitoring pressure, wind speed and direction, and temperature. Grid power, already
ready for operation, is the main power source on site; solar panels, a diesel power generator, and a UPS power
backup system are also in place. The site is also equipped with high-speed wired data service, full environmental
heater/air conditioner units, and all the facilities needed to assemble and operate the receiver, including a crane
and a workshop in a high-bay room. For human safety, an on-site oxygen system is present.
AliCPT-1 will scan the sky at high angular speed (up to 4 ◦ /s) to minimize the impact of the time-dependent
ﬂuctuations of atmospheric emission, which contaminate the low-frequency part of the data streams. To that
eﬀect, a fast mount (Tab. 3, Fig. 8) was developed by IHEP, and has been deployed on the B1 site where it is
currently being commissioned. A wind break has been constructed to protect the telescope from the high winds
at the site.
∗

Lake Shore Cryotronics, Inc.: https://www.lakeshore.com/.
Tekdata Interconnections ldt, https://www.tekdata-interconnect.com/.
‡
Cristek Interconnects, Inc.: https://www.cristek.com/.
§
Stanford Research Systems: https://www.thinksrs.com/.
†
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Telescope
Mount

Receiver

Cooling power
cooling systems
Signal chain

Azimuth
Elevation
Boresight
Scanning speed
Dimensions
Aperture
Weight: 7-modules
Weight: 19-modules
PT420
Chase fridge
TESes
μmux

±270◦
45°-135°*
0°-181°
up to 4◦ /s
1.4 m x 2.5 m
72 cm
1,6 t (with 150 kg forebaﬄe)
2,0 t (with 460 kg forebaﬄe)
55 W @ 45 K; 2.0 W @ 4.2 K
20 μW @ 280 mK
32,376 90/150GHz pol-sens
current: 4-6 GHz, 896 MUX
target: 4-8 GHz, 2,048 MUX

Table 3: AliCPT-1 synoptic overview. *Elevation range includes motion through the zenith, allowing a boresight
rotation of 180◦ to generate full 360◦ of on-sky position angle options.

Figure 7: The AliCPT-1 B1 site at 5,250 m above sea level in the Ngari prefecture (Tibet).

4. CONCLUSION
Ground CMB observations from the Northern Hemisphere oﬀer interesting opportunities for cross-check with
other experiments and enable observing patches of the sky not accessible from the Southern Hemisphere. AliCPT1 will be the ﬁrst large focal plane CMB polarimeter to be deployed in Tibet at 5,250m above sea level. AliCPT-1
will observe the sky with 32,376 dichroic, polarization-sensitive TESes in the 90 and 150 GHz bands. The overall
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Figure 8: Left: SolidWorks model of the receiver with the 7-detector module version forebaﬄe integrated on the
telescope mount. Top right: the mount with the white environmental seal. Bottom right: the environmental
seal and the green wind break.
receiver, including detectors and readout, is currently under construction, integration and testing at Stanford,
NIST and ASU; the mount is under commissioning on the AliCPT-1 site.
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